English version:
French Favorite Blonde
Fancy to take the summer a bit in advance ? Let yourself be seduced by the always slim, elegant and
confident Riesling from Trimbach, which surpasses itself in the newly launched 2007 vintage.
A new vintage of Trimbach Riesling is one of the most surest signs that warmer times are coming. From now
on it is 2007 which counts, and to me, it tasted a couple of notches better than the predecessor. Alsace, one
of the most classical wine areas in France, are struggling with the global warming. The result is that
increasing number of wines are characterized by too much sweetness and almost tropical fruit elements.
Luckily, we can always trust the family owned company Trimbach, who has made wine in this area for almost
400 years. Their uncompromising philosophy is simple: To create balanced, pure and honest white wines.
Their standard Riesling (Trimbach has also a couple of Rieslings in the super category) offers careful green
tones. The nose lures with acidulous green apples, citrus, minerals and white flowers. Soft opening, but only
for some seconds, then it becomes acid fresh and cheeky, with plenty of lime, unripe apple and chalk/lime.
Ultra fresh and light-legged - this is a unmasked beauty you can invite with fresh shrimps or crab claws, new
steamed mussels, light dishes of fish or uncomplicated enjoyment on the terrace.
It is also hard to resist her sister: Trimbach Gewurztraminer, which in the 2006 vintage is the best I have
tasted for at least 5 years. The style is surprisingly elegant, something which are a big challenge to achieve
with the amazing aromatic Gewurztraminer grape. Pour it in the glass, and the wine fills almost the whole
room with its exotic spices. It reminds me most of all of a stylish and well balanced woman perfume (think
Gucci). The colour is flaxen, with careful golden tones. Aromas of classical Gewurztraminer: Flowers, Chinese
passion fruit, spice, honey and tropical fruit tendencies. Bodied and rich, with a lot of delicious fruit, spice and
a unusual long aftertaste. The style is absolutely dry, but also wine people who prefers half dry and more
sweet products will nod with credit. This is moreover a incredible food wine. I have tried it with everything
from lutefisk (dried codfish prepared in a potash lye) to smoked salmon, hot Asian dishes, powerful cheeses
or pure, decadent enjoyment.
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